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A: Someone asked me to put up this answer, who said he had seen my answer on another SE site. It
seems I answered that question while the question was related to my one here, not the other, which
had already been answered. In any case, if you're wondering why I answered both the question
about the way to get Dosti Karoge into my works, and the question about why the date of this edition
of the movie was so incredibly off, here is what I answered on the other site: Do I have the right
edition of the Dosti Karoge movie? By Asif K. 04-Apr-09 @ 08:56 AM A quick search through IMDB
and Wikipedia suggests that the "DVD version" of the movie Dosti Karoge made by the company
called "T-Series" is the one you want. However, they also have a version of the movie released by a
small dubbing firm in 2002 and its name is "Dosti Karoge - TV Week Release". This version is a 2
DVD set and seems to be of even higher quality than the T-Series DVD version. Also it seems that the
T-Series DVD version is not available in the US and the T-Series DVD version is sold out online.
That's why I'm saying that you should go ahead and buy the 2002 two disc version which is available
worldwide and is of higher quality. Happy watching! Q: Disable drag and drop on file input in IE11 I
have an and I'd like to use JavaScript to set its value to a directory in my project's root folder. This
works fine, but IE11 seems to allow the user to drag files onto the or upload them directly by double
clicking. How do I prevent this from working? Here's what I've tried: var fileInput =
document.getElementById('fileInput'); fileInput.setAttribute("ondragenter", "return false;");
fileInput.setAttribute("ondragleave", "return false;"); fileInput.setAttribute("ondrop", "return false;");
This prevents the file input from opening the file selector window, but the dragged file still opens if
the user double clicks the file input, and it allows files to be dragged into
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